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Status
 Closed

Subject
Data in "meta robots" field isn't saved

Version
2.x

Category
Error

Feature
Meta Tag

Resolution status
Duplicate

Submitted by
carsten_ie

Lastmod by
Nelson Ko

Rating
     (0) 

Description
I'm using TikiWiki 2.2. and tried to enter the following in the "meta robots" field of the Meta Tags
admin panel:

-index
-follow
-index, follow

As per http://doc.tikiwiki.org/tiki-index.php?page=Meta%20Tags&redirectpage=Meta%20Tag these
seem to be valid values.

Once I pressed "change settings" the parameters I entered were gone. When checking the source
code of index.php I found out that no robot instructions have been included.

Looks like saving those data doesn't work.

Solution
Parse and save the entered details properly.
duplicates bug 2300 - fix on the way

Importance
7

Priority
35

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

https://dev.tiki.org/item2141-Data-in-meta-robots-field-isn-t-saved
http://doc.tikiwiki.org/tiki-index.php?page=Meta%20Tags&redirectpage=Meta%20Tag
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Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)
Please demonstrate your bug on show.tikiwiki.org
Version:  Create show.tikiwiki.org instance18.x ▼

Ticket ID
2141

Created
Tuesday 11 November, 2008 19:39:31 GMT-0000
by Unknown

LastModif
Thursday 14 May, 2009 16:28:51 GMT-0000

Comments

Geoff Brickell 10 Feb 09 11:38 GMT-0000

I inadvertently posted this bug as well (sorry about that - see #2300) and it looks like a database
structure bug with a row in the prefs table missing. I've 'fixed' it in my instances by hacking the
database which is obviously NOT something everyone will want to do.

Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

No attachments for this item
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